DRAFT PROGRAMME
OF THE MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS

Introduction to the Marketplace of Ideas (Fuji Ballroom, 5th Floor)

09:30 Opening by President of Turkish Court of Accounts, Mr. Seyit Ahmet Baş and EUROSAI Secretary General, Mr. Alvarez de Miranda (Plenary session)

09:40 Introduction by Auditor General of National Audit Office of Finland, Ms. Tytti Yli-Viikari about Strategic Goal 1 of the EUROSAI Strategic Plan- ESP (Plenary session)

09:45 Introduction by the President of Tribunal de Contas, Mr. Vítor Caldeira about Strategic Goal 2 of the EUROSAI Strategic Plan (Plenary session)

09:50 Introduction by EUROSAI Secretary General, Mr. Alvarez de Miranda of the breakout session about cooperation with INTOSAI Regional Organizations and external partners and invitation of the interested participants to the Montreux Room

09:55 Information by Mr. Seyit Ahmet Baş on the other activities of the marketplace (IDI, GB candidates stands, 2020 candidates stand, YES, etc)

10.00- 10.40 Continuation of Marketplace – Simultaneous activities (5th Floor)

- Informal discussion on Strategic Goal 1 (Q&A with Ms. Tytti Yli-Viikari next to the Strategic Goal 1 Poster prepared by Netherlands Court of Audit (NCA) / Moderator: NCA&TCA) (Fuji Ballroom)

- Informal discussion on Strategic Goal 2 (Q&A with Mr. Vitor Caldeira next to the Strategic Goal 2 Poster prepared by Netherlands Court of Audit (NCA) / Moderator: NCA&TCA) (Fuji Ballroom)

- EUROSAI Secretariat, Tribunal de Cuentas breakout session for “regional cooperation” (Breakout Session- Montreux Room)

- INTOSAI Development Initiative breakout session for SAI PMF (Breakout Session- Lausanne Room)
10:10-11:45 Continuation of Marketplace in the Foyer: (Fuji Foyer, 5th Floor)

- Stand for GT2 recommendations for new ESP period, how to move forward? (Turkish Court of Accounts)
- Governing Board membership corner: Future remarks for GB membership (SAI of Poland, SAI of Latvia)
- Information boards for Staff secondments, Editorial Board, Cooperation with Regions, Forward thinking & Networking (help needed & help offered) information points
- Stand for SAI of Czech Republic: Self –promotion before the next Presidency election
- Stand for SAI of Israel: Self –promotion before the next Presidency election
- Introduction of YES Conference- SAI of Estonia
- Self-promotion stands of WGS, TFS and Committees

11:45-12:00 Conclusions of the marketplace